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Cooperation agreement signed   
DMdB now supporting DGMR Software ’s iNoise 

November 21st, 2023 - Copenhagen, Denmark (DMdB) and The Hague, Netherlands (DGMR Software)  

 

  

DGMR Software and DMdB are proud to announce that they have signed a contract for DMdB to help 

DGMR Software with its promotional and sales activities of iNoise. Cooperation, initiated earlier this year, 

has just been formalized as a long-term contract for DMdB to provide sales, marketing and product 

management resources for DGMR Software’s iNoise software. 

Richard Schmidt, director of DGMR Software, explained the background of the agreement as follows 

“DMdB is an ideal partner for DGMR with long experience and good working relationships with us in the 

past, and unique insight into the product, its use and its users. We look forward to this cooperation”. 

DMdB’s founder and director, Douglas Manvell adds “For many years, I have had a good and productive 

relationship with DGMR. I am excited to continue this strong relationship and to offer my services and 

insight to benefit iNoise”. 

DGMR Software is a leading software supplier in the field of noise, air pollution and sustainable buildings. 

They combine extensive knowledge on calculation methods with in-depth IT development knowledge. Their 

intelligent software products for the international market include iNoise and NoiseAtWork. With their 

software, DGMR Software has built an excellent reputation both nationally and internationally. 

DMdB offers noise & vibration control advice and services to solution suppliers and application specialists 

to provide insight and quality assurance in a manner that makes business sense. DMdB’s world-class insight 

in applications, regulations and solutions is based on extensive knowledge and experience, and a unique 

position in international standardization and product knowledge.  

To learn more about DGMR and iNoise, see dgmrsoftware.com. For more information about what services 

DMdB can provide, visit our website. 
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